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PRODUCTION 
AT CROSSROADS 
F irst and foremost, we believe here at Crossroads Church that Jesus is the way. It’s 

not about individuals, it’s not about those on stage, or those in the back pushing the 
buttons. It is ALL about Jesus. Our goal in the production side of CRC is to create an 

atmosphere of worship. We do that by working together, collaborating with other 
ministries, and being a part of the community in which we serve.  

Serving is our Identity: We are contributors, not just consumers. -Matthew 20:28 

Excellence is our Spirit: We are on time, engaged and prepared. We seek to do all things 
to the best of our ability. -1 Corinthians 10:31 
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AUDIO 

There are many different areas of audio that play a big role. The ones we will briefly 
discuss are: Front of House (FOH) audio mixing, In Ear Monitors (IEM), livestream audio 
mixing, and building audio. Of these, front of house and livestream audio are the most 
difficult to fully comprehend. But we will help you understand the basic level and be able 
to serve in those roles if you feel lead to.  

1. FOH (front of house) & IEM (in ear mix) 
In the auditorium we have one main sound console that does many different task. It 
takes audio from all the instruments, Playback*, and voices and mixes them together 
to create a full room sound. We use a Behringer WING console for the front of house 
sound. This sound board allows use to mix all the inputs and route our audio to 
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livestream all at the same time. If you have an ear for music or are willing to learn 
more about the way we mix our audio, this could be a great place for you. 
 
In ear mixing is different from standard on stage monitors. We use these so people on 
stage can hear themselves and others better than just having speakers on the floor. 
We use our sound board to transfer the audio from one place to another. Specifically 
we send every instrument/vocal audio to the headphones that each member wears to 
hear specific parts either higher or lower. This is controlled from the same place as 
the FOH audio.  

2. Livestream Audio Mix 
Some of our now in person members started attending CRC first online. Therefore our 
livestream audio quality is of utmost importance for our online viewers as much as our 
FOH audio is important for our in person attenders. Within our setup we have all raw 
audio being sent from our FOH console and then sent to a computer in the back to 
control each input coming in. We use a program called LOGIC to monitor and adjust 
what is being heard for our livestream feeds. This position is the newest added and 
plays a vital role in creating an atmosphere of worship to those all over the world.  

3. Building Audio 
Before service and on special occasions, we will have audio streamed throughout the 
building. Whether that is just music from a computer or our live mix coming from our 
sound console we have four main areas we have ceiling speakers placed. The hallways 
(pre-school and school age), lobby, outside, and even in the front bathrooms. This 
position is typically monitored by the “Producer” and is rarely one used every Sunday 
or Wednesday.  
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LIGHTS 

An important and meaningful part of worship/service is running lights. The lights can 
create different moods and atmospheres in the auditorium seating area. There are two 
main opportunities when running and working with lights. Running the lives shows and 
creating the scenes. When volunteering on a Sunday or Wednesday we make sure you 
understand how to run the lighting console and the basic understanding incase 
something was to go astray.  

1. Operation (running live shows) 
On our lighting console we have the Onyx lighting software running. This is a way that 
we control all of our lights and how they act. When running the shows you will need to 
listen to the songs being played because those are your cues to move to the next cue 
in the scene you are running. Our staff, previously to the time you are volunteering, 
will program the lights and scenes so you will only need to hit “next” and “go”.  
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2. Programming and Setup 
The “prior to Sunday/Wednesday” time for lights comes from programming or setting 
up lights for events. If you would like to further your understanding or just want to 
learn more about lighting, come volunteer with us for a while. We enjoy watching 
others grow and learn a new tool that may impact them later.  
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VISUALS 

When creating an atmosphere of worship and gathering, we want the visuals of the stage, 
projections, and camera operation to be clean and neat. Within the visual side of 
production, we have different opportunities to serve. From running the lyrics to working 
with cameras and much more.  

1. ProPresenter (lyrics+videos) 
ProPresenter is the software we use to run our lyric overlays on our side screens and 
middle screen keying. If you can keep up with the lyrics and press either space bar or 
arrow keys, I know you can do this job. 

2. Center Screen Graphics (Resolume+Pixel Bars) 
A really cool program we use is called Arena Resolume that is what we show middle 
screen graphics and lyrics with. Many times we use the middle screen to create a 
different atmospheric presence on stage. Along with the program showing graphics 
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and lyrics, we use the program to change how the lights on stage look and the color 
they show.  

3. Live Video Switching  
Do you want to feel like you are flying the Millennium Falcon? Do you have the ability 
or want to learn how to lead a crew of camera ops? Then maybe live video switching 
is the place for you to volunteer. The switcher board is such a fun way to serve but 
also the one that can go wrong real fast. Not only are you directing camera ops and 
telling them where to point the cameras but you are also switching between those 
cameras. It is a lot of hard work, but truly worth it. 

4. Camera Operation  
Camera Operators or Cam Ops for short, have an extremely important task. They have 
to be aware of what is happening on/off the stage at all times. You need to be willing 
to listen to directions but also be cognizant of what you are pointing at and filming. 
What you point the camera at is what the side screens and livestream will see. 
Keeping everything in focus and in the picture is your main job. 
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